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Mobile World Congress (MWC) 2024 gave vendors across the generative AI (GenAI) value chain an 

opportunity to present their latest developments and strategies (Figure 1). Microsoft’s announcement of its 

partnership with open-source AI specialist, Mistral AI, was particularly noteworthy. This partnership will be 

beneficial for operators that are early adopters of GenAI as well as those that are looking to scale their GenAI 

deployments to support more use cases. However, there are concerns that it will dampen operators’ GenAI 

ambitions. In this article, we summarise Analysys Mason’s views on the Microsoft–Mistral AI partnership and 

discuss its implications for the telecoms industry.   

Figure 1: Examples of the GenAI-related announcements made at MWC 2024 

Category Announcement details 

Professional services IBM is collaborating with the GSMA to drive GenAI training 

GenAI applications • Amdocs has launched CES24, which includes GenAI capabilities 

• Cerillion is using GenAI-based capabilities to enhance its product catalogue 

• Nokia has launched Nokia NetGuard Cybersecurity Dome, with GenAI capabilities 

• ServiceNow is partnering with NVIDIA to launch telecoms-specific GenAI solutions 

• Salesforce is introducing a new telecoms-specific GenAI-based billing inquiry tool 

Foundation models Huawei has launched a telecoms-specific foundation model 

Data platforms • Databricks has launched its Data Intelligence Platform for Communication 

• Huawei has launched an AI data lake solution to support data and AI workloads 

Cloud platforms Microsoft is partnering with Mistral AI 

Source: Analysys Mason 

Microsoft is partnering with open-source AI solution provider, 

Mistral AI, to become the GenAI platform provider of choice 

2024 is expected to be the year when operators scale out their GenAI deployments. They will need to make 

critical decisions regarding which GenAI platforms to adopt in order to simplify access to foundation models 

(FMs) and enable model deployment and management in ways that align with internal policies and existing 

industry relationships. Microsoft’s announcement of its partnership with Mistral AI at MWC 2024 demonstrates 

its desire to become the GenAI platform provider of choice. 

Microsoft will host Mistral AI’s recently launched proprietary large language model (LLM), Mistral Large, on 

its Azure AI platform. Mistral Large supports English, French, German, Italian and Spanish. It can be accessed 

via the Model Catalog in Azure Machine Learning studio and Azure AI Studio.  

https://www.gsma.com/newsroom/press-release/gsma-and-ibm-collaborate-to-accelerate-ai-adoption-and-skills-for-the-telecoms-sector-with-launch-of-generative-ai-training-program-and-industry-challenge/
https://www.amdocs.com/news-press/mwc-2024-amdocs-unveils-ces24-telco-native-generative-ai-led-suite
https://www.cerillion.com/resources/press-releases/2024/cerillion-to-demonstrate-groundbreaking-genai-powered-bssoss-at-mwc-barcelona-2024/
https://www.nokia.com/about-us/news/releases/2024/02/21/nokia-announces-genai-assistant-integrated-with-netguard-cybersecurity-dome-to-strengthen-network-protection/
https://www.servicenow.com/company/media/press-room/nvidia-partnership-telco-genai.html
https://www.salesforce.com/news/stories/billing-inquiry-manager-news/
https://www.huawei.com/en/news/2024/2/telecomfoundationmodel-copilots-agents
https://www.databricks.com/company/newsroom/press-releases/databricks-announces-data-intelligence-platform-communications
https://www.huawei.com/en/news/2024/2/mwc2024-innovative-data-storage-solutions-for-the-ai-era
https://techcrunch.com/2024/02/27/microsoft-made-a-16-million-investment-in-mistral-ai/
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The inclusion of Mistral Large will increase the number of commercial proprietary FMs that are available on 

Microsoft’s platform. Prior to this announcement, OpenAI’s models were the only available commercial 

proprietary models on the Azure AI platform.  

The partnership will also enable Mistral AI to use the telecoms industry’s most popular GenAI platform (based 

on the number of publicly announced GenAI-related deals captured in Analysys Mason’s Communications 

service provider data and AI/analytics activity tracker) as a channel to promote Mistral Large. Being present on 

popular GenAI platforms is a key growth strategy for Mistral AI as it develops its commercial offerings. Mistral 

AI can also use Microsoft’s infrastructure to develop and grow its open-source and commercial offerings and 

adapt its model deployment environment to match customers’ preferences (particularly for those customers that 

already store and manage data on Microsoft Azure). As such, the partnership will create opportunities for both 

companies to grow, in terms of revenue and the number of customers.  

The Microsoft–Mistral AI partnership will give operators access to 

more LLMs and better vendor support 

Microsoft’s operator customers will gain several benefits from the partnership, including access to other 

commercial GenAI models besides OpenAI’s models. The reliance on a single commercial FM provider places 

restrictions on the type of use cases that operators can develop, especially for those use cases that are language-

specific. It is generally agreed that some models will run particular categories of use cases more effectively than 

others, so providing operators with a choice of commercial models enables them to select the option that is most 

suitable for the use case that they want to address.  

Microsoft’s operator customers can also potentially increase the pace at which they develop their GenAI use 

cases. The use of open-source GenAI models comes with cost benefits, but also brings challenges that can slow 

down implementation. For example, limited access to the deep AI expertise needed to fine tune these models to 

address unique GenAI needs can affect how quickly operators can develop their GenAI use cases. The 

partnership will give Microsoft’s operator customers access to additional support and other services offered by 

Mistral AI, which in turn may accelerate use case development.    

This partnership could adversely impact operators’ GenAI 

opportunities if they do not take action 

The Microsoft–Mistral AI deal raises some concerns that operators must address. Mistral Large can only be 

accessed via two GenAI platforms: Microsoft Azure and Mistral AI’s GenAI platform (La Plateforme).1,2 

Consequently, operators that use both GenAI platforms offered by other providers and the Mistral Large LLM 

will have a complex GenAI environment to manage. This may also make the governance of LLMs challenging. 

Only operators with the expertise and finances to develop, run and manage their own GenAI platforms can 

navigate this complexity.  

This partnership could also dampen operators’ GenAI ambitions, especially those based in Europe. For example, 

it will raise alarm bells for Europe-based operators such as Deutsche Telekom that are building sovereign AI 

cloud environments and competing GenAI solutions to meet the needs of European enterprises. Indeed, 

Microsoft’s partnership with a Europe-based AI solution provider that offers support for multiple local 

 
1  This is a similar set up to that between Microsoft and OpenAI (OpenAI is the only other AI company that has a distribution 

agreement with Microsoft). 

2  Note that operators can access Mistral AI’s open-source models via GCP, AWS, Snowflake and NVIDIA. 

https://www.analysysmason.com/research/content/data-set/csp-data-ai-analytics-activity-tracker-rma14/
https://www.analysysmason.com/research/content/data-set/csp-data-ai-analytics-activity-tracker-rma14/
https://www.telekom.com/en/media/media-information/archive/deutsche-telekom-makes-generative-ai-safe-for-business-1061654
https://mistral.ai/technology/#:~:text=Access%20our%20models%20via%20your,on%20Azure%20AI%20and%20Snowflake.
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languages and allows users to host models outside of the Azure environment will strengthen its ability to fulfil 

the GenAI needs of its European customers and prospects. Microsoft has made several other announcements 

linked to expanding its AI and cloud infrastructure and platform offerings in Europe over the next 2 years. It 

will invest USD3.5 million in Germany and USD2.1 billion in Spain to develop AI and cloud capabilities.  

Operators must rethink their enterprise GenAI propositions to counter these negative effects. They should 

develop offerings that combine their sovereign AI cloud infrastructure solutions with connectivity services (such 

as private 5G networks), as exemplified by Korea Telecom and AWS and Microsoft’s GenAI platform 

capabilities (including its growing diverse portfolio of LLMs). This will allow operators to better position 

themselves as strategic GenAI solution providers to their target enterprise customers.  

https://www.mobileworldlive.com/microsoft/microsoft-commits-e2b-to-spain-in-europe-ai-push/
https://www.mobileworldlive.com/microsoft/microsoft-commits-e2b-to-spain-in-europe-ai-push/
https://www.telecomtv.com/content/telcos-and-ai-channel/what-s-up-with-kt-aws-telecom-italia-ais-49796/

